When it breaks, it breaks
How ecosystem developers reason about the stability of dependencies
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from across the ecosystem would be inundated with updates,
each interpretable only in the context of some other community’s interests, goals, standards, and development schedules.
To scale decentralized decision making about change, we
envision more nuanced and targeted awareness mechanisms
based on different notions of stability. We plan to analyze
changes to gauge their impact and to route tailored notifications
about important changes to relevant developers. This way we
provide means to plan changes and communicate changes
transparently in decentralized ecosystems.
To study change in ecosystems, we track dependencies
among modules. Modules provide clear boundaries, often with
clear responsibilities and explicit versioning schemes, and
declared and observable dependencies. Developers often rely on
multiple other modules and may need to update dependencies
I. I NTRODUCTION
when they change (and react to backward-incompatible changes
For a previous generation of software projects, one could within them). When maintaining a module, developers may
hope to anticipate and manage change by using modular need to observe changes in upstream dependencies (for bug
design to isolate the effects of change. Yet the traditional world fixes, vulnerability patches, or new functionality), and when
of centralized management is giving way to socio-technical planning changes developers need to reason about whether and
ecosystems, in which a variety of players offer complementary how changes may break downstream dependencies.
applications and services on a common platform. Kazman
To identify a baseline of current practices and problems, and
[13] characterizes ecosystems as “including multiple units to gauge the potential of a stability-based awareness solution,
of software, distributed over multiple systems, managed by we are conducting an interview study with developers in two
multiple people and organizations. It also includes the social software ecosystems: CRAN and Node.js. In this paper, we
interconnectedness of those people and systems.” Centralized outline preliminary results, showing that developers perceive
management that anticipates and controls change is being dependency management and evolution as severe issues and
replaced by decentralized decision-making, that fosters innova- that existing awareness mechanisms are rarely used.
tion but at the cost of sometimes incoherent and unanticipated
change. Scaling up older approaches presents the dilemma
II. S TATE OF THE A RT
of either stifling change and innovation by enforcing interface
Change in software systems has been studied, measured,
stability or assuming unacceptable levels of technical risk.
We regard change as inevitable and envision an awareness and modeled intensively for many decades [7], [8], [14], [21].
infrastructure to cope with change. The seeds of a solution can Change is inevitable; for example, Lehman postulated that softbe found in today’s transparent environments or social-coding ware “undergoes continual changes or becomes progressively
platforms such as GitHub, LaunchPad, and Bitbucket. Rather less useful” [14]. Modularity (hiding the changeable code
than preventing unanticipated change, these environments behind a stable interface [18]) reduces the communication
provide mechanisms for notification and exploration of change overhead and the impact of change, but guaranteed-stable
activities, as well as open collaboration tools that allow affected interfaces may incur opportunity costs as certain mistakes
developers to quickly connect and formulate joint solutions to cannot be fixed and the software may become too inflexible for
the rippling effects of change. These tools work well within new requirements. To control change, some organizations have
and among the projects of a single community, but begin to established a formal and central change management process
break down in the case of interdependent projects developed by and various tools have been developed to study the impact of
distinct communities; an individual attempting to follow news a potential change [2].
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With increasingly dynamic and decentralized software
ecosystems and web-based applications [9], [12], [16], evolution becomes much less centrally plannable. The movements
toward continuous change [16], social coding [6], and agile
development all break to some degree with traditional assumptions of stability and preplanning.
Many researchers have studied evolution of interfaces in
software systems. All studied systems evolved in unanticipated
ways with rippling consequences for downstream modules,
Fig. 1: Excerpt from dependency history of node.js package koa-jade.
e.g., [5], [15], [19]. For example, recent studies on Android The bottom bar is koa-jade’s version history, with time running left
APIs report an average of 115 interface changes per month [15]; to right. Other pairs of bars are upstream dependencies showing
Kapur et al. have shown that Java libraries “frequently and the package’s own version history (top) and the version koa-jade
seriously change over time” and migrating to the new version referred to (bottom). This example shows that koa-jade changed the
version constraints on its dependency to fs-extra about a month
is usually not trivial [5].
after fs-extra’s update.
A shift to ecosystem-based development has facilitated a
surge in “social coding” in which a “transparent” environment interviews of about 30 minutes. During our interviews, we
helps developers stay abreast of activities across collections of focus on three themes:
• Change planning: How do developers plan changes? Are
projects without central planning [6]. In practice, developers
they aware of downstream projects and effects changes
often broadcast change announcements to others by email
may have on them? How do they publish plans about future
or through code reviews to achieve transparency [1], [7].
changes or drafts? What is their position on backward
Whereas modularity pursues a divide-and-conquer strategy
compatibility? Do they experience opportunity costs of
to limit needed information, transparency aims at fostering
maintaining backward compatibility?
communication by making information available.
•
Expectations toward change: What kind of change do
Awareness tools have been successful in supporting collabodevelopers expect in upstream modules and how freration in a variety of aspects. Traditional tools such as mailing
quently? Does frequency of change impact decisions to
lists and issue trackers are used routinely to provide a general
use/reuse a package? Is backward compatibility expected
awareness of project activity [7], [10]. Special-purpose tools
in minor/major releases? When and how do they decide to
have been designed for tasks as predicting conflicts during
upgrade dependencies? Does this scale for projects with
parallel collaborative development [3], [20]. In the context
many upstream dependencies?
of evolving software, Holmes and Walker explored directing
• Practices for monitoring change: Do they use some form
notifications about signature changes to affected developers [11]
of notification mechanisms, such as Github notifications or
and Padhye et al. use simple heuristics based on prior modmailing lists? How frequently do they check for updates?
ifications, code ownership, and commit messages to similarly
Do they try to influence changes in their dependencies?
reduce information overload [17]. Our work aims to eventually
bring the benefits of awareness currently available only to small Answers to these questions will guide our design and presentation of a stability-based awareness solution.
teams to large, ecosystem-scale development efforts.
III. A N I NTERVIEW S TUDY WITH PACKAGE M AINTAINERS

A. Ecosystems

We have begun a qualitative empirical study investigating
the current practice of stability of interfaces and costs related to
modularity in ecosystems. We are proceeding in two steps: mining software repositories and interviewing package maintainers.
First, to identify interview partners, we analyzed two
repositories and their histories to identify packages with
a recent history of changing upstream or downstream
dependencies. We selected from packages active in the last
year, that had more than two upstream and two downstream
dependencies, from there we chose packages by visualizing
their histories and (see Figure1) looking for ones with
contrasting patterns: e.g. how up-to-date they kept the versions
of their dependencies, whether they updated them all at once
or separately, of if they had added or dropped dependencies.
Second, we are interviewing maintainers of the packages we
identified to ask about their strategies and expectations toward
change and stability. We conducted semi-structured telephone

We sought out ecosystems with (a) multiple interdependent
modules and an active developer community, (b) dependencies
among modules explicitly managed or reverse engineerable,
and (c) modules and their revision history available for study.
Furthermore, we are seeking diversity in their policies toward
interface stability. Ideally, the ecosystems should be candidates
to explore the proposed awareness solutions in subsequent
cycles as well.
We have begun with two promising ecosystems for our study:
• Node.js is a platform for writing server-side JavaScript
applications. Introduced in 2009, node.js has grown and
evolved quickly. Most of its development has happened
on GitHub, providing a rich and complete history.
• CRAN is a repository of over 8000 R-language packages.
R’s developers provide an interesting contrast to node.js,
since many of them are statisticians or other scientists,
without computer science backgrounds.

These two repositories have contrasting strategies towards
testing and consistency. CRAN’s infrastructure and policies are
aimed at keeping a consistent, tested snapshot: a package and
its dependents are tested on submission (by both the maintainer
of the package and the CRAN team); packages failing tests
are quickly removed. Interface changes in CRAN packages
often have to be handled through releases synchronized with
other developers.
Node.js, in contrast, allows multiple versions of packages
to coexist, both in its NPM repository, and within a user’s
installation. Its version numbering allows fine-grained control
over how a package author constraints dependencies’ versions,
allowing packages to evolve on different schedules. It does not
enforce or require testing, leaving it up to package developers
to assure themselves that their dependencies keep working.

Neither of the two node.js developers had computer science
degrees, but they had more interest and expertise in software
engineering issues than the R interviewees. Both had evangelistic fervor about semantic versioning (an explicit set of
semantics for communicating stability using three-part version
numbers: http://semver.org/), in contrast to the R developers
who either did not know the convention, or recognized that
they could not rely on others adhering to it in the R world.
B. Managing change in upstream dependencies

Many of the developers had intuitions about the stability of
upstream dependencies that they had difficulty articulating; they
described some packages as "classic", "core", or "stable", and
preferred to depend only on these. When pressed to identify
how they recognized these as trustworthy, they mentioned
factors such as knowing the developer, a history of using the
IV. P RELIMINARY R ESULTS
package without problems, a version number over 1.0, and
So far we have interviewed 7 package maintainers, two in extensive, polished documentation.
Staying aware of potentially important changes to upstream
Node.js and five in CRAN (coded below as N1-2 and R1-5).
dependencies
was difficult. Most of our informants reported
We are continuing to analyze results while we conduct more
simply
waiting
for dependencies to break, rather than trying
interviews. However a clear picture is already emerging that
to
be
proactive
about
them:
points out the perceived pain of maintaining dependencies, the
“R2: I’ll sound crass about this: I wait to hear from
difficulties of change planning, and the limitations of existing
CRAN
that something broke, because I don’t think I
awareness mechanisms.
can keep up with the mailing lists.”
A. Attitudes towards dependency management
“R4: We don’t follow what they’re doing; when it
breaks, it breaks.”
The R developers saw themselves as scientists first and
Some did try to follow upstream development: both node.js
programmers second; they were often unsure of their own
programming skills and had trouble understanding CRAN’s developers followed the node.js mailing list. Three interviewees
and R’s technical documentation. They understood the value mentioned checking Github activity streams from time to time,
of providing a stable interface for dependent packages, but but they all found it too much information to digest:
described a sometimes trial and error process of learning to
“N1: ...but it’s a flood of information; a crapshoot
accomplish this with existing tools and standards.
to actually get useful information”
The R developers try to keep up with CRAN’s requirements,
R developers were averse to too many upstream dependencies
but wished for better information and tools. Several of them told and found ways to limit the number or impact of dependencies.
us that CRAN alerts are a burden, but that they supported the Some would simply avoid functionality:
platform’s intention to ensure smooth installations for end users.
“R3: It would be interesting to shift from in-memory
“R3: As a casual package developer I get bombarded
to out-of-memory; that would require adding depenwith emails saying "this isn’t allowed anymore, this
dencies to a few out-of-memory packages. But then
violates the rules" – so it’s hard to keep up with. I
I’d be severely dependent on someone else’s code.”
wish there were tools to make this easier: I don’t have
Others described splitting a package into smaller pieces, each
time/energy/skills to manage reverse dependencies
with fewer dependencies; or conversely joining forces with
myself. At least it’s not something I look forward to.”
an upstream dependency to create a single package. One R
It seems that the development culture in the R world is developer copied code to avoid a dependency:
in flux; developers are learning to keep their changes stable
“R4: I copy the code out, don’t want to deal with
and communicate with dependent package maintainers, spurred
dependencies. So we copy and acknowledge in help
by the CRAN team’s efforts. R developers reported changing
file and code. This is tricky because we have to make
their behaviors as they learn to work within the rules, but still
sure it’s working fine.”
expressed doubt about their strategies:
C. Minimizing the impact on downstream dependencies
“R2: I changed something that made one of [a
A major tool in node.js for signaling breaking changes is
downstream dependency author]’s test fail. So I fixed
careful
use of semantic versioning. One node.js developer
it, and also got ahold of this guy and now we try
trusted
semantic
versioning implicitly; the other did not:
to coordinate changes. I don’t have a good enough
strategy for managing dependencies – I have gained
“N1: semantic versioning should be evangelized;
increased awareness because of incidents like this”
when a package went to 2.0, then you should know

there may be breaking changes; semantic versioning
will soften the unrealistically rigid modularity requirement
is not well understood and uniformly applied,”
of guaranteed-stable interfaces, while allowing developers to
minimize the disruptions their changes cause and respond
“N2: I suspect people working with Node longer are
quickly and effectively to when change threatens their work.
careful because they have been been burned, but I
think the practices are better nowadays.”
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